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The Mystic as Pilgrim:
Margery Kempe and the Tradition of
Nonfictional Travel Narrative
James P. Heifers
Grand Canyon University

M

argery Kempe, fifteenth-century pilgrim and female mystic,
stirred up controversy in her own day and continues to do so
in the present. This controversy, then and now, centers on both
Margery's spiritual life and its social expression. While she was alive, her
contemporaries disagreed over the validity of her mystical experience and
the way that experience manifested itself; now this conflict continues in
contemporary critical debates over the nature of her literary and spiritual
significance. The Book ofMargery Kempe has heretofore been analyzed as
autobiography, mystical treatise, devotional manual, and feminist tract.
Clarissa Atkinson, for instance, sees the book as the first English autobiography in the vernacular, a view echoed and modified by many literary
critics.' Literary historians who stress the religious context of her writing
'Clarissa W. Atkinson, Mystic and Pilgrim: The Book and the World ofMargery Kempe
(Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1983), 18, characterizes Margery's Book as autobiography. Denise Despres, along with Atkinson, details Margery's links to the tradition of
affective meditation (Denise Despres, "Franciscan Spirituality: Margery Kempe and
Visual Meditiation," Mystics Quarterly 11.1 [1984]: 12-18), while a number of writers compare the Book to mystical treatises by Julian of Norwich and, more fruitfully, to continental
mystics and saints. John A. Erskine, "Margery Kempe and Her Models: The Role of
Authorial Voice," Mystics Quarterly 15.2 (1989): 75-85, connects the Book to both mystical
treatises and saints' lives, models that the text explicitly invokes. Hope Phyllis Weissman
looks from a feminist perspective at Margery's connections to the saint's life in her
"Margery Kempe in Jerusalem: Hysterica Compassio in the Late Middle Ages," Acts of
Interpretation: The Text in Its Contexts 700-r600, Essays on Medieval and Renaissance
Literature in Honor ofE. Talbot Donaldson, ed. Mary J. Carruthers and Elizabeth D. Kirk
(Norman, Okla.: Pilgrim Books, 1982). Anthony Goodman, "The Piety ofJohn Brunham's
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characterize it as either devotional manual or mystical treatise (often
judging it to be failed or lacking in some way). 2 Feminist analyses frequently
focus on the way Margery uses religious traditions to validate the individualistic social role she creates for herself against patriarchal religious
structures)
Scholars of travel and pilgrimage narratives, however, tend to discount
her work because, as Donald R. Howard says, "There is not in her book a
scintilla of traveller's curiosity."4 In later discussions, Howard emphasizes
the role of description in travel narrative and notes that Margery pays scant
attention to this usually important ingredient of the genre: "A few authors
were so wrapped up in their own experience that they told little at all about
what they saw. The hysterical Margery Kempe made everything the occasion or setting of her persecution."5 This statement also points out further
problems some commentators have with Margery's narrative: it presents a
character most moderns would consider neurotic, perhaps even psychotic.

Daughter, of Lynn," in Medieval Women, ed. Derek Baker (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1978),
347-58, treats both the problem of authorship and the apparent underlying motivations for
Margery's writing, motivations that call into question the Book's classification as saint's life
or mystical treatise. Drew E. Hinderer, "On Rehabilitating Margery Kempe," Studia Mystica
5.3 (Fall 1982): 27-43, analyzes The Book ofMargery Kempe using the ideal standards of the
mystical treatise and finds it wanting. Several studies emphasize the historical value of
the work as its most important feature . Stephen Medcalf, "Inner and Outer" in The Later
Middle Ages, ed. Stephen Medcalf, (London: Methuen, 1981), 108-71, asserting that Margery
"wrote in imitation of saints' lives," says that she did not intend to write an autobiography.
Robert Karl Stone, Middle English Prose Style: Margery Kempe and Julian ofNorwich (The
Hague: Mouton, 1970), characterizes Margery's goal as "instruction."
2
John C. Hirsh, The Revelations ofMargery Kempe: Paramystical Practices in Late
Medieval England (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1989), prefers to see Margery's book as a devotional
treatise, calling her pious practices "paramystical" to distinguish them from, apparently,
mysticism proper. This paramystical denomination to describe practices "on the boundary
between mysticism and devotion" implicitly assumes the via negativa as an ideal model of
mystical experience. Atkinson, Despres, Maureen Fries, and Sarah Beckwith, on the other
hand, refer to Kempe's visions as "mystic," assuming in their turn the model of affective
meditation (Maureen Fries, "Margery Kempe," in An Introduction to the Medieval Mystics of
Europe, ed. Paul E. Szarmach [Albany: State University of New York Press, 1984), 217-35;
Sarah Beckwith, "A Very Material Mysticism: The Medieval Mysticism of Margery Kempe,"
in Medieval Literature: Criticism, Ideology and History, ed. David Aers [Brighton (Sussex):
Harvester Press, 1986], 34-57). My usage of the word mystic to describe Margery and her
visions follows Atkinson and the others.
JBeckwith sees Margery as "jointly concerned with the construction of femininity and
subjectivity" (34) . She connects Margery with the continental tradition of female mystics
(36) . Karma Lochrie, "The Book of Margery Kempe: the Marginal Woman's Qyest for
Literary Authority," Journal ofMedieval and Renaissance Studies 16.1 (1986): 33-55, analyzes
the way Margery Kempe deconstructs, then reconstructs, biblical and patristic criticisms
of female spirituality to validate her personal claim to special calling.
4 Donald R. Howard, Writers and Pilgrims: M edieval Pilgrimage Narratives and Their
Posterity (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1980), 35.
5Howard, Writers and Pilgrims, 91.
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The two diagnoses scholars most often suggest are hysteria (Margery's
"gift of tears") and paranoia (her frequent references to persecution). There
is little doubt that Margery's narrative hardly fits into the kind of intellectual development the studies of Donald Howard and Christian Zacher
chronicle-the rise of protohumanism in the fifteenth century, an intellectual outlook associated with the sin of curiositas, which is exemplified by
such travel narratives as that of Sir John Mandeville, in which concrete and
particular description becomes a more important quality of the narrative,
and the relation of wonders an important facet of the entertainment.
Atkinson places The Book ofMargery Kempe in another tradition of travel
narrative, a tradition Atkinson connects with older pilgrimage narratives
and guides. 6
But Margery's narrative actually bridges a gap between the medieval
allegorical tradition of pilgrimage narratives and the newer, humanist,
curiosity-centered tradition of the Renaissance. Margery presents herself
as mystic and pilgrim, but she also presents herself as the narrator at the
center of the journey, as do the humanistic travelers of the late Middle
Ages and Renaissance. Her spiritual concerns and their expression, however,
link her with the older, medieval traditions. At least part of her importance
in the history of travel narratives lies in the way her vocations as mystic and
pilgrim intimately relate, and the way she uses and modifies conventions
of and attitudes toward pilgrimage to validate her own behavior.

The Medieval Context
Ideally, pilgrimage was a religious journey, a quest for pardon or
blessing through the disciplines of devotion and veneration. It became
important in the medieval church: first, because of the pre-Reformation
idea that works, in conjunction with faith, could accrue heavenly merit; and
second, because the sacramental system stressed the importance of the
physical adjuncts to spiritual events, as in the doctrine of transubstantiation.
In a way analogous to the importance of bread and wine in communion,
the physical locations and relics of spiritually crucial events could confer
grace and pardon.
6Atkinson, Mystic and Pilgrim, 53. Since Margery's narrative has been connected to so
many genres of religious writing, one hesitates to add another strand to perhaps an
overdetermined web of influence; the Book mentions no pilgrim narrators or guides by
name, as it does female mystics and their writings. On the other hand, narratives and guides
were widely available in England, and their information easily would have been known to
Margery's amanuenses and spiritual advisors. Margery herself would have been exposed
firsthand to the cult of the holy places in many ways. So one might talk more fruitfully
about the structural and content similarities between Margery's Book and other narratives
of journeys rather than trace an ambiguous line of influence.
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The connection between personal spirituality and the devotion of
pilgrimage is in theory a direct one. Though many who write about pilgrimage narratives stress that pilgrimage is "the distinctly medieval form
of travel which ideally had a religious focus and symbolic value,"7 they give
less attention to the fact that by the beginning of the eleventh century this
symbolic value had become subordinate to the concrete goal of pardon.
Although a generalized feeling that sacred sites and relics conferred grace
and sometimes healing had obtained in Christianity for centuries, a direct
relationship between pardon and travel to the holy places was not made
until Pope Urban II issued the first plenary indulgences to support the
First Crusade in 1095.8 lndulgences thus became part of the sacrament of
penance: one also had to confess one's sins and be absolved from guilt, but
indulgence relieved the punishment (in either this life or the next) that
formed the third part of the sacrament. The theory behind indulgences
stemmed also from the cult of the saints-the idea that saints and martyrs
had righteousness to spare, not to mention the superabundance of Christ's
righteousness. This excess of righteousness attributed to the holy dead
could, through the church's authority to bind and loose, be transferred to
the penitent. 9 Although not exclusively connected with the visitation of
holy sites, indulgences became associated with the veneration of saintly
relics, a practice that developed in late antiquity. Holy sites that had been
inhabited by the historical saints and martyrs had significance analogous
to that of relics.
Howard divides pilgrimage literature into three classes: logs, guides,
and narrations.10 Logs have little relevance for us here, since they are primarily a set of dated entries with lists of information, although the more
detailed logs begin to touch on the symbolic importance of the pilgrim's
journey. Guides, however, are what Howard calls "an omnium-gatherum
of pilgrimage information . ... They are practical aids for the traveller and
pilgrim: they give an itinerary and name the places to be seen. In most
there is no sense of the author's self, and no anecdotes or narrative."" In
this general definition, one aspect must be emphasized. Howard says that
pilgrimage guides "name the places to be seen." This they do, but they
also do something more-they outline for the pilgrim the rich religious
symbolism associated with each place.
7Christian K. Zacher, Curiosity and Pilgrimage: The Literature of Discovery in
Fourteenth-Century England (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1976), 16.
8
Donald J. Hall, English Mediaeval Pilgrimage (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul,
1965), 1-13.
9Hall, English Mediaeval Pilgrimage, 13.
10
Howard, Writers and Pilgrims, 18.
"Howard, Writers and Pilgrims, 21, 25.
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Narratives, Howard's third classification, name a specific pilgrim
upon whose experiences the writing is based; they also give advice, as do the
guides, but the advice is in the context of the pilgrim's personal experience.
Again as the guides, narratives "name the places to be seen," but they also
sometimes record the author's personal impressions of the shrine and
order the places according to the author's itinerary. Especially in the last
two types of pilgrimage literature, a distinct allegorized image of the journey
develops, an image whose structural constraints inform most travel writing
until the Renaissance. For Howard, the historically specific image of the
journey and the narrator's interaction with that image are the defining
characteristics of the subgenre he designates as "pilgrimage narrative."
The images in pilgrimage narratives and guides rely on centuries of
accreted symbolism associated with the journey itself or with particular
shrines a pilgrim could visit or read about. In fact, the iconography of the
journey and of the specific shrines and other locales pilgrims visited was
so widely disseminated that even named narrators relied on this common
fund of symbolic associations in their descriptions of shrines. Thus, rather
than describe panoramic vistas, narrators draw attention to specific holy
sites, elaborating their depiction by associations with biblical history and
miraculous events. Specific places-churches, monasteries, shrines- are
described in terms of their allegorical associations, and sometimes in
terms of their relics, but the reader receives almost no immediate descriptive
detail of the site.13 It is difficult, as well, to get any real cartographic picture
of the surrounding landscape from these descriptions. 14 This is perhaps to
be expected in pilgrimage narratives and guides, because they focus on the
symbolic importance of specific shrines and because the geographical information they provide seems designed more to promote spiritual edification
and aesthetic enjoyment than to give the pilgrim practical information.
One more general aspect of the institution of pilgrimage deserves
comment: some tension existed between the ideal and the real, between
piety and concupiscence. Although narratives and guides stress the ideal
nature of the pilgrim's journey, the actual pilgrim no doubt felt some
ambivalence. Medieval pilgrimage was between the sacred and secular,
the holy and profane. The ideal of pilgrimage was, of course, a holy one-a
12

" Howard, Writers and Pilgrims, 6, 27ff.
13 Stylistically, all guides and narrations tend to idealize some aspects of the journey,
although at times irony is allowed to play on other topics. In these writings, as in all other
kinds of medieval travel writing, one senses little relationship between a part of the landscape
and the larger geographical whole.
14The cartography of the period shows that medieval mapmakers were more interested in graphically representing a theological system than they were in representing
actual geographical relationships. The same can be said of medieval pilgrimage writing.
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person obtained merit by undertaking a sacred journey. Yet the reality of
pilgrimage was often quite different; the availability of plenary indulgence
through the visiting of shrines encouraged, according to contemporaneous
commentators and some narrators themselves, lewd behavior with little fear
of consequences-behavior that would not have been tolerated at home.
In addition to this frankly immoral motive, pilgrimage became associated
with another, more philosophical vice, that of curiositas.
At the end of his discussion of a late medieval English guidebook to
the Holy Land, Howard mentions the general medieval ambivalence
toward curiosity. ''All this," he says, "is curiositas-the traveller's interest
in what he sees and the reader's in what he hears. But it is exactly this
'curiosity' that led pilgrims astray and put the pilgrimage in bad repute." 15
However, the information Howard cites from the guidebook seems quite
useful to the prospective pilgrim-information on money and exchange
rates, names and descriptions of Holy Land shrines and indulgences, and
warnings against various forms of robbery. Perhaps this concentration on
the physical details of the journey blinded the pilgrim to the journey's
spiritual significance. In any case, Zacher tells us that by the fourteenth
century, the practice of pilgrimage and the vice of curiositas had become
closely allied in contemporary minds. 16 Pilgrimage narratives, therefore,
like the institution of pilgrimage itself, walk an uncertain path between
sin and virtue.
At the same time as we see the secularization of pilgrimage, we also
find a movement underway to interiorize and spiritualize this institution.
The crusaders had brought back their practice of the Way of the Cross, or
as it is more commonly known today, the Stations of the Cross. This
familiar exercise of Christian piety, at first called "the little Jerusalem,"
developed as a "pious imitation of the pilgrims who travelled to the Holy
Land to visit the places hallowed by Christ's sufferings."'? The Stations of
the Cross commemorate important events surrounding the crucifixion of
Christ, events associated with extant shrines in Jerusalem. The Jerusalem
pilgrim would visit each of these sites to pray and meditate on the events
of the Passion. Upon completing the round of these holy places, the pilgrim would be granted a plenary indulgence. The returning crusaders
introduced a symbolic version of this pilgrimage in which the Stations of
the Cross were set up in European churches as emblems of the sites
themselves. The person who could not make a physical pilgrimage to the
Holy Land could now perform the same acts of devotion as the Jerusalem
'lHoward, Writers and Pilgrims, 23.
Curiosity and Pilgrimage, 4.
' 7N ew Catholic Encyclopedia, 17 vols. (New York: M cGraw- Hill, 1967- 79), 14:832.
16 Z acher,
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pilgrim and receive the same indulgence. Thus in Christian pilgrimage,
the point where concrete reality ends and symbolism begins becomes
more and more difficult to determine. The process comes full circle when
a symbolic pilgrimage can produce actual spiritual rewards. As time
passed, medieval culture focused less and less on physical location and
more and more on the individual's interior meditations and intentions. By
the beginning of the fifteenth century in England, the individual, internal
spiritual experience had gained substantial importance.
Pilgrimage as a journey had a specific concentration on the shrine as
a goal. All hardships involved in getting to the sacred site are given sketchy
treatment compared to the lengthy descriptions of the shrines, descriptions
that tend to organize themselves around specific focuses of narrative interest.
Two of the most important are intimately related: biblical history and the
miraculous. An excerpt from the narrative of Saewulf, an eleventh-century
English pilgrim to Jerusalem, illustrates the way a medieval writer used
the first of these to describe the pilgrims' visit to Mount Calvary:
Afterwards you go up to Mount Calvary, where formerly the
patriarch Abraham built an altar, and at the command of God
was ready to sacrifice to Him his own son. In the same place,
afterwards, the Son of God, whom [Isaac] prefigured, was sacrificed to God the Father as the victim for the redemption of
the world. The rock of that same mountain is a witness of our
Lord's Passion, being rent greatly close to the hole in which
the Cross of our Lord was fixed, because it could not bear
without rending the slaying of its Creator, as we read in the
Passion: "And the rocks were rent." Underneath is the place
which is called Golgotha, where Adam is said to have been
raised from the dead by the stream of our Lord's blood falling
upon him, as we read in our Lord's Passion: "And many bodies
of the saints that slept arose."18
This description ties together the Jewish heritage of the Old Testament
and the Christian tradition of the New, implying the typological nature of
Old Testament events. It also exemplifies the geographical compression
that takes place in the tradition of Holy Land shrines. The spot to which
Abraham goes to sacrifice Isaac is the same as that on which Christ's crucifixion takes place. Perhaps the incipient allegory of the two events makes
it natural for tradition to place them in the same physical location. Here

18

Saewulf, "An Account of the Pilgrimage of Saewulf to Jerusalem and the Holy Land,"
trans. R. Rev. the Lord Bishop of Clifton, in The L ibrary of the Palestine Pilgrims Text
Society (r896; reprint, N ew York: AMS Press, r971), 4:rr (accounts numbered separately in
volume).
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(as in many other pilgrimage narratives and guides), literary interpretation
affects geographical interpretation; particular sites become especially
important through a series of historical and traditional accretions. The
pilgrim thus sees the landscape as a series of discrete significant spots,
instead of as a panoramic scene.
Saewulf's description also emphasizes miracles, an emphasis he buttresses with references to Scripture. It may be believable that a mountain
cracked from the horror of Christ's crucifixion because Matthew 27=51
mentions that rocks were rent during that event. With the second miracleAdam's being raised by the blood of Christ falling on him-we see not
only scriptural proof but also geographical compression and allegorical
overtones . The site of Adam's burial becomes Golgotha, and Adam's
physical resurrection through the blood of Christ allegorically parallels
the spiritual rebirth of the human race through His blood.
Accounts of miracles make up a large part of both personal narratives
and guides, even from the beginning of the English tradition. Two major
kinds of miraculous occurrences dominating these narratives and guides
are important to this discussion. The first has some association with a
biblical event or personality. Whether mentioned in Scripture or not, this
kind of miracle is specifically appropriate to the event or person associated
with it. Like the web of allegorical significances associated with shrines of
pilgrimage, it gives the individual pilgrim a concrete connection to the historical events that undergird his or her faith. Pilgrims who see the cracked
mountain upon which Christ was crucified have before them a tangible
element of this central event of the Christian faith, in much the same
manner that communicants have Christ's body and blood in the elements
of earthly bread and wine during the Sacrament of the Eucharist. Thus,
the veneration of pilgrims for specific historical sites is almost sacramental.
This sacramental experience is based upon the outward manifestation of
miracle. This is, perhaps, why medieval pilgrims were so ready to accept
stories of miracles and why they compressed many kinds of religious significance into a particular location: these locations (whether historically
actual or not) performed a sacramental function through their special
power to produce spiritual results.
The stress on individual experience supplemented an alreadyaccepted narrative stance in pilgrimage writing-the idealization of the
pilgrim narrator. It also led to the emphasizing of a second kind of miraculous occurrence in these narratives. Seeing pilgrimage as a sacrament of
penance and pardon in a system within which works counted toward
salvation opened the possibility that the ideal pilgrim was especially
pleasing to God. One could combine this attitude toward pilgrimage with
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the idea of God's providential leading of a chosen people-chosen
because they did the works that pleased him. The pilgrimage narratives
(as opposed to guides) constantly refer to providence in several different
ways. The concentration on providence was complicated by the sufferings
and hardships of the pilgrimage journey. Yet the evident paradox had a
solution in hardships suffered by God's chosen people throughout history.
In fact, historically speaking, the most holy of the chosen must suffer the
most hardship, and perhaps even martyrdom, for the cause of Christ.
Therefore, the presence of hardship and persecution did not necessarily
imply that one was not the chosen and loved child of God, but perhaps quite
the opposite. The second kind of miracle is closely connected to the personality of the pilgrim, as well as to the structure of religious autobiography
that is a part of personal pilgrimage narratives. Margery Kempe's narrative,
as we will see, contains important instances of this type.
But the idea of providence also includes the possibility of providential
deliverance. Here again, a contradiction arises, since the best of human
beings is unworthy of salvation. Yet divine providence protects against
this unworthiness: the pilgrim is performing an act especially pleasing to
God, no matter how unworthy the human being may be. God protects
those who do his will. The pilgrim persona mediates this inherent contradiction by expressing everything in the traditional theological terms of
devotion. Such mediating expressions become a generic expectation. All the
thematic details of this persona-the expression of the correct theological
point of view, the glorification of the miraculous, the emphasis on God's
providence, and even the focus on the personal unworthiness of the narrator
for salvation-together make up the idealized picture of the Christian
pilgrim. This construction of the ideal pilgrim as narrative persona helps
negate the charge of curiositas that might have been incurred through
narrative description.
Such characterization as occurs in both the early and the later pilgrimage narratives and guides is similarly limited by the view of pilgrimage
as the ideal journey, a model and emblem of the spiritual journey of the
godly life, and the concomitant idealization of the pilgrim. The pilgrim is
the one who observes the religious significance of the places visited; the
pilgrim also receives the spiritual credit accruing from this act of devotion.
Rarely do pilgrimage narrators acknowledge aspects of the pilgrim's journey
that do not have spiritual significance. Instead they focus on providential
deliverances or happenings, holy thoughts or conversations, and persecutions. Thus, most pilgrim narrators portray themselves as ideal, devout
travelers, analogous to the ideal examples of behavior found in the narratives
of saints' lives. In early pilgrimage narratives, however, the blatant element
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of the miraculous does not often occur in descriptions of providential
deliverance. Not until Margery Kempe's account will the reader be confronted with evidently supernatural deliverance.
Margery Kempe's Use ofTradition

The traditional elements of pilgrimage narrative just described are
used and modified by Margery Kempe. The allegory of the holy places
provided a structure of religious significance to Margery's descriptions of
Jerusalem and Rome, while the sacramental significance of the holy places
provided the impetus for the meditative descriptions of personal vision.
Her narrative, in fact, begins a strain of personal expression that will
become more prominent in travel narratives during the Renaissance.
Despite these factors, Margery's narrative has been stigmatized. This
negative reaction stems mainly from two sources-the marginalization of
her spiritual experience as well as its social expression and her focus on
interior meditation instead of outward experience in the narration of her
travels. These apparently unconnected difficulties are, in fact, related.
A further strand of influence that ties Margery's Book to other
medieval pilgrimage narratives is the tradition of affective meditation.
Margery's religious experience stands in this tradition, one of the several
main currents of the Christian mysticism that flourished during the
Middle Ages.' 9 Margery's contemplative life has, however, generated
some controversy because her meditations do not fit into the Neoplatonic
tradition of the via negativa, which involves "stripping away sense experience
and the products of reason (thought, argument) until the bodily senses and
mind of the believer are empty, and the soul is available to receive divine
emanations. The theological focus is not on the divine attributes (for
example, God is one), but on what God is not (for example, God is not
material)." 2 ° Further, church historians tend to see the via negativa as a
"higher" or "purer" kind of meditation.
The affective tradition, on the other hand, emphasizes the importance
of the emotions in spiritual life-not only the emotion of compunction
but also those emotions that bring the meditator to participate in the
events he or she contemplates. Mystics in this tradition (championed mainly
by the Franciscan and Benedictine orders) do not simply remember the
events they meditate upon-they live them. For Margery, emotions in
general, and tears in particular, were part of her vocation. Other authors
had written about the emotion of spiritual ravishment, but it seems to

'9Atkinson,

Mystic and Pilgrim, 4off.
Atkinson, Mystic and Pilgrim, 40.

10
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have been Margery's unique vocation to weep for the world while remaining
in it. Atkinson writes, "Margery was not told that she could 'forgive' sins,
like a priest, but she was told to use her tears to mediate between God and
repentant sinners. A sinful monk .. . begged her to tell him whether he
would be saved. She said: 'If I may weep for you, I hope to have grace
for you.' "21 Other women had received the gift of tears in the affective tradition, but they were nuns, cloistered and chaste. Only Margery (in
England at least) was called to take her gift into the world outside the
cloister.
Atkinson traces to Anselm of Canterbury and his companions, during
the late eleventh century, the first use of emotions in meditation to move the
believer toward God. 22 This tradition of affective piety expanded on scriptural incidents, with the meditator using imagination to participate both
rationally and emotionally in spiritually important scenes. The information
in pilgrimage narratives and guides, as we have seen, strives to lay the
groundwork for just such an imaginative participation in acts of devotion
at pilgrimage shrines.
Even though reason played a part in affective meditation, most of
the important literary works of this meditative tradition were devotional,
not works of speculative theology. Love for God was more important
than any theological system, no matter how well thought out. Because of
its relative lack of emphasis on intellectual prowess, affective piety was a
leveling tradition, not limited to the educated, the clergy, or even to
males. Thus, Margery Kempe was the recipient of at least four hundred
years of tradition in meditation and pilgrimage lore.
Margery Kempe's life was "a complex personal response to a tradition
established by some of the great medieval saints and theologians," 2 3 yet
she did not always conduct herself in ways that fit contemporaneous social
norms. If nothing else, her personal vocation to travel the world instead
of secluding herself suggests this. Yet even here, the leveling influence of
affective piety provided her with a legacy of female examples who validate
her experience.24 The Book ofMargery Kempe mentions several of these
examples by name, indicating that Margery, though illiterate, was acquainted
with writings by and about Bridget of Sweden, Marie d'Oignies, and
Elizabeth of Hungary. The only other great female mystic she mentions, and
the only one we know she met personally, was Dame Julian of Norwich. It
"Atkinson, My stic and Pilgrim, 64.
" Atkinson, Mystic and Pilgrim, 13r.
•JAtkinson, Mystic and Pilgrim, 155.
' 4For a full- scale discussion of female sanctity in the late Middle Ages, see Atkinson,
Mystic and Pilgrim, chap. 6.
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is clear, moreover, that women took a leading part in the new wave of
affective piety that began in the twelfth or thirteenth century. These
women saw visions and prophesied, received the gift of tears, travelled
widely on pilgrimages, and sometimes wrote devotional accounts of their
thoughts and experiences. In fact, the interest of women in works of
affective piety stimulated the development of a vernacular literature, of
which Margery is one of the outstanding early examples in English.25
Margery even had an antecedent in St. Bridget of Sweden to validate her
battle with her husband to obtain marital chastity and her abandonment
of family and home. Like other female mystics, however, Margery was
dependent on the male priesthood for the sacraments of communion and
confession, and frequently even for advice and encouragement and the
duties of an amanuensis.
This evidence of a long and honored tradition of female mysticism
does much to undercut the arguments of those literary historians who call
Margery's sanity (and thus, the value of her narrative) into question.
Emily Hope Allen, an early and important annotator of Margery's Book,
summarizes the view of Father Thurston, who calls Margery "a victim of
hysteria," which he defines as "a mental disease consisting chiefly in an
exaggeration of suggestibility." 26 Howard confirms this view when he calls
Margery Kempe "an incurable hysteric with a large paranoid trend . ...
_We only see her visions, hear her incessant weeping and screaming." 7
This dismissal of Margery by Howard keeps him from seeing her account as
important to the history of the pilgrimage narrative. Further, the modern
reader may be inclined to dismiss Margery as an aberration instead of seeing her writing as the intersection and expression of several long traditions
of religious writing-the mystical treatise, the devotional treatise, the
exemplum, the saint's life, and the pilgrimage narrative. Further, dismissing
Margery as a hysteric discounts the acceptance she received (as seen in the
narrative itself) from many contemporary religious authorities: several individuals within that hierarchy, including both of her amanuenses, devotedly
acclaimed and followed her. Although it was unusual, Margery's was not an
unorthodox religious life.28 With Margery firmly placed within a tradition
of religious behavior, one begins to see the persecutions and mystic visions
she narrates less as the products of her own diseased imagination, and
2
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more as particular manifestations of the perennial conflict between the
spiritual and secular consciousness.
Further, the tradition of affective piety interiorized and personalized
the institution of pilgrimage and its ways of communicating the importance
of sacred locations . The Franciscans, custodians of the shrines of the
Holy Land, had "an enthusiasm for the concrete and tangible" that made
them "natural guards and guides" for pilgrims. 2 9 Their emphasis on the
physical details of Christ's life affected meditative traditions as well;
Margery in particular experienced the Grey Friars' sympathy for her religious
expressions while on pilgrimage to Jerusalem.3° According to Atkinson,
"pilgrimage reflected [Margery's] devotion to the sacred humanity of
Christ and her desire to share in his Passion."Jr Although pilgrimage
allowed Margery other opportunities (most notably those of education and
freedom), it gave her most importantly the occasion to dwell imaginatively
on the physical manifestations of Christ and even to express in physical
terms her mystic communion with the Trinity.
Margery's meditations are often firmly grounded in the physical
world, as her narration of this vision suggests:
Sche had so very contemplacyon in I>e sygth ofhir s[owle] as yf
Crist had hangyn befor hir bodily eye in hys manhode. &,
whan thorw dispensacyon of I>e hy mercy of owyr Souereyn
Savyowr Crist Ihesu it was grawntyd I>is creatur to beholdyn so
verily hys precyows tendyr body, alto-rent & toryn wyth scorgys,
mor ful of wowndys 1>an euyr was duffehows ofholys, hangyng
vp-on I>e cros wyth I>e corown of thorn up-on hys heuyd, hys .
blysful handys, hys tendyr fete nayled to I>e hard tre, I>e reuerys
of blood flowyng owt plentevowsly of euery membre, I>e gresly
& grevows wownde in hys precyows syde schedyng owt blood
& watyr for hir lofe & hir saluacyon.32

This meditation is important not only because of its emphasis on the
earthly life of Christ (complete with concrete details) but also because of
its setting in her narrative: Margery has this vision while standing on
Mount Calvary during one of her pilgrimages.
In fact, Margery's pilgrimage to Jerusalem becomes a crisis point in
her spiritual life: on this trip her gift of mystic vision really commences.
Before this time, she had seen only two isolated visions (one of Christ, which
started her on the road from madness to piety, and another of Saint Anne
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and the Virgin). Her main gifts had been those of prophecy and holy tears.
During this pilgrimage, Margery's visions become a more regular occurrence, as well as more detailed and complex, ushering her into imaginative
roles ever more intimately related to the person of Christ. The Jerusalem
pilgrimage also linked contemplation with holy tears, as when
sche had so gret compassyon & so gret peyn to se owyr Lordys
peyn [in her visions while in Jerusalem] I>at sche myt not kepe
hir-self fro krying & roryng I>ow sche xuld a be ded I>erfor. And
I>is was I>e fyrst cry I>at euyr sche cryed in any contemplacyon.
And I>is maner of crying enduryd many 3erys aftyr I>is tyrne for
owt I>at any man myt do, & I>erfor su:fferyd sche mych despyte
& mech reprefe.JJ

From this time on, the gift of tears takes on more and more the appearance
of a hysterical fit; no longer limited to simple weeping, her outbursts are
characterized by roaring and by bodily convulsions. This response seems
extreme and pathological to the modern mind, but there are evidences,
both external and internal to the narrative, that suggest the acceptance of
Margery's expressions of piety by her contemporary church authorities.
This acceptance comes about because many of the manifestations, which
Margery carried to an extreme, are part of the tradition of affective piety.
The most annoying feature of her piety, the gift of tears, is well attested as
an important part of monastic spirituality. Numerous medieval authorities,
including the Benedictine rule, linked tears with remorse and prayer.3 4
Margery's visions during her pilgrimage to Jerusalem are the first
extended and physically detailed ones she describes. In the vision on
Mount Calvary previously mentioned, the unsettling physicality of the
meditative visionary experience is engendered not only by the traditions
of affective piety but by the physical location as well. The holy shrines of
pilgrimage are intimately connected with the great spiritual leap forward of
Margery's life after conversion. Once she obeys God's direct command to
journey to the Holy Land, her novitiate of inward temptation and outward
despair is over. God rewards her with intimate communion for her early
sufferings. A crucial instance of this inner communion occurs later in her
pilgrimage, while she is worshiping in the Apostles' Church in Rome.
l>e Fadyr ofHevyn seyd to hir, "Dowtyr, I am wel plesyd wyth
I>e in-as-meche as I>u beleuyst in alle I>e Sacramentys of Holy
Chirche & in al feyth I>at longith I>erto, & specialy for I>at I>u
beleuyst in manhode of my Sone & for I>e gret compassyon I>at
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I>u hast of hys bittyr Passyon." Also I>e Fadyr seyd to I>is creatur, "Dowtyr, J wil han I>e weddyd to my Godhede, for J schal
schewyn I>e my preuyteys & my cownselys, for I>u xalt wonyn
wyth me wyth-owtyn ende."Jl

However, in an anomalous development in a mystical treatise, Margery
does not easily accept this proposal.
·
Pan I>e creatur kept sylens in hir sowle & answeryd not I>erto,
for sche was ful sor aferd of I>e Godhed & sche cowde no skylle
of I>e dalyawns of I>e Godhede, for al hir lofe & al hir affeccyon
was set in I>e manhode of Crist & I>erof cowde sche good skylle
& sche wolde for no-thyng a partyd I>erfro. Sche was so meche
affectyd to I>e manhode of Crist I>at whan sche sey women in
Rome beryn children in her armys, 3yf sche myth wetyn I>at I>ei
wer ony men children, sche schuld I>an cryin, roryn, & wepyn
as I>ei sche had seyn Crist in hys childhode. 36

Although this hesitation is finally overruled and a spiritual marriage t~kes
place, Margery's reasons for hanging back speak not only of her firmness
of will but also of her devotion to the concrete and particular as a source of
meditation. Her concentration on the concrete and particular parallels the
allegorical associations of specific places.
In another instance, Margery takes the allegorical perspective of
earlier pilgrim narrators when she sees Jerusalem:
And, whan I>is creatur saw Jerusalem, rydyng on an asse, sche
thankyd God wyth al hir hert, preyng hym for hys mercy I>at
lych as he had browt hir to se I>is erdly cyte Jerusalem he wold
grawntyn hir grace to se I>e blysful cite Jerusalem a-bouyn, I>e
cyte of Heuyn. Owyr Lord Jhesu Cryst, answeryng to hyr
thowt, grawntyd hir to haue hir desyr. Pan, for joy I>at sche had
& I>e swetnes I>at sche felt in I>e dalyawnce of owyr Lord, sche
was in poynt to a fallyn ofhir asse, for sche myth not beryn I>e
swetness & grace I>at God wrowt in hir sowle.37

It is especially notable here that she does the earlier allegorizers one better
by making immediate the link between earthly and heavenly Jerusalem
through a vision of Christ, who assures her of salvation. But even in this
instance of vision and piety is an ironic undercutting (whether conscious or
not) of Margery's spirituality in the comedy of her physical reaction; she
almost falls off the donkey she is riding, only saved from this embarrassment
by two Dutchmen. The use of pilgrimage sites to promote mystic vision
J5Kempe, The Book ofMargery Kempe, 86.
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makes Margery's Book very unusual among pilgrimage narratives, but in
other ways Margery was more typical. Like most other medieval pilgrims,
pardon was for her a significant advantage to be gained from a trip to the
shrines.3 8 In fact, for all her concentration on mystical union and her
mystic certainty of personal merit, she still wishes for the superadded
pardon brought about by devotion at pilgrimage shrines, so that "al I>e
world xal wondryn" at her grace.39
Like other pilgrim authors, she also sees the events that occur on her
pilgrimage as instances of God's providential protection. Unlike most
other pilgrims, however, she receives direct assurances from above that
her trip will be safe.
Than owr Lord Ihesu Crist seyd to hir mende, "Drede J>e not,
dowtyr, for J>u & alle J>at ben in thy cumpany xal gon as safe as
3yf 1>ei wer in Seynt Petrys Cherch." Than thankyd sche God
wyth alle hir spiritys, & was bold a-now to go wher God wolde. 40

This emphasis on the direct communication of God as the assurance of
safety is important to Margery. She can also be certain that she sees
providence in the results of actions that she feels led to undertake. For
instance, in Rome she hears God tell her to give all the money she has
(including money she has borrowed from her guide, Richard) to the poor.
She is, of course, sharply reproved by Richard for this but feels personally
vindicated when various friends offer relief.4' Much of the evidence of
divine intervention that Margery records on her pilgrimage has less to do
with her role as pilgrim than it does with her vocation as mystic. Margery
chronicles miraculous interventions of providence on her behalf, along
with other miraculous occurrences, in order to vindicate her personal
brand of religious fervor. The miracles in her narrative provide a temporal
web of proof showing that she is specially touched by God. Margery has
prophetic visions, for example, that vindicate her actions-actions that at
first glance seem merely those of a headstrong and hysterical woman.
After she has given away all her worldly goods in Rome and faces starvation,
she dreams this prophecy:
Sche say in vision how owyr Lady, hir thowt, sat at J>e mete
wyth many worshepful personys & askyd mete for hir. And
J>an thowt I>is creatur J>at owr Lordys wordys wer fulfilled
gostly in J>at vision, for he behestyd 1>is creatur a lityl be-forn
J>at he xuld preyn hys modir to beggyn for hir. & in schort
J8Kempe, The Book ofMargery Kempe, 72.
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tyme aftyr I>is visyon sche met wyth a worshepful lady, Dame
Margarete F1orentyn, 1>e same lady l>at browt hir fro Assyse into Rome. & nei1>yr of hem cowd wel vndirstand ol>er but be
syngnys er tokenys & in fewe comown wordys .... Pan 1>e lady
comawndyd hir to etyn wyth hir euery Sonday & set hir at hir
owen tabil a-bouyn hir-self & leyd hir mete wyth hir owyn
handys. 42

The presentation of various prophetic dreams in Margery's narrative
structurally reinforces, by sheer weight of repetition, the theme of her
book-that she was singled out by God for special grace.
Margery's perception of divine providence working in her travels
deviates slightly from the norm in its emphasis on the prophetic and the
miraculous. But her description of persecution, another standard topic of
pilgrimage narrators, deviates radically from usual treatments. For most
of the persecutions that Margery endures come not from the infidels, but
from fellow pilgrims. Her descriptions of the persecution she endured from
fellow pilgrims give, first of all, an impression of how pathological her
religious expression seemed to many of the general population, but also
illustrate the institution of the late medieval pilgrimage. Most of the persecution Margery endured centered on her boisterous gift of tears. Even
before her pilgrimage to Jerusalem, she was despised for her habit of
weeping aloud in public worship; 43 she was disliked as well for her habit
of reproving any who disbelieved her revelations. But as she began her pilgrimage to Jerusalem, her public displays of devotion irked her companions
from the very beginning. Here is Margery's account of the commencement
of hostilities:
And sone aftyr thorw meuyng of summe of her cumpany hyr
confessowr was dysplesyd for sche ete no flesch, & so was
mech of alle 1>e cumpany. And 1>ei wer most displesyd for sche
wepyd so mech & spak alwey of l>e lofe & goodnes of owyr
Lord as wel at 1>e tabyl as in 01>er place. & l>erfor schamfully
1>ei repreuyd hir & alto-chedyn hir & seyden 1>ei wold not
suffren hir as hir husbond dede whan sche was at horn & in
Inglond. And sche seyd mekely a-geyn vn-to hem, "Owyr
Lord al-mygty God is as gret a lord her as in Inglond, & as gret
cawse haue I to lofe hym her as 1>er, blyssed mot he be." For
1>es wordys hir felaschep was wrol>ar l>an 1>ei wer be-forn,
whose wreth & vnkyndnesse to 1>is creatur was mater of gret
heuynes, for 1>ei wer holdyn ryt good men.44
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After this initial feud, the difficulties escalated until almost the entire
company turned against her, including her own maidservant. While on the
road, Margery's company refused to travel with her or give her the money
she had deposited with one of them for safekeeping. She was readmitted
to the company only after taking the advice of a remaining friend and
begging to stay with them until they reached the town of Constance.
Even after letting her return to them, the company made her sit silent and
in disgrace at the foot of the table.
A key passage in this exchange is Margery's description of her companions: "I>ei wer holdyn ryt good men." It becomes clear that Margery's
company of pilgrims participated in that secularization of pilgrimage
that occurred in the late medieval period. They were less interested in the
religious nature of pilgrimage than they were in good dinnertime conversation and a quiet, well-run tour. This lack of interest in and even animosity
toward religious expression while on the journey appears again and again
in Margery Kempe's associates. After they leave Constance, her original
companions completely abandon her, although she catches up with them
again at Bologna and takes ship with them to Jerusalem. She continues to
be persecuted on board ship and even accuses a priest of stealing one of
her sheets and perjuring himself about the theft. In Jerusalem, after
receiving a gift of even more boisterous weeping, she is a source of amazement and discomfort to most of the pilgrims there, to the point that no
one will eat with her except the Grey Friars. In fact, most of Margery's
comments about others concern their reaction to her tears and revelations. All these conflicts imply that pilgrimage was becoming more and
more a secular journey, taking on many of the characteristics of modern
tourism-guided tours, obligatory and universal stops, and a primary
focus on the enjoyment of amenities instead of religious experience.
In the face of this attitude and the persecution from most of the laity
and some of the clergy, the religious authorities generally tolerated
Margery's behavior and took her part against her companions. In the
town of Constance, for example, Margery complains to the Pope's legate,
who reproves her companions.
"Nay, serys, I wyl not don hir etyn flesch whyl sche may absteyne
hir & ben Pe bettyr disposyd to louyn owyr Lord. Whech of
30w alle Pat mad avowe to gon to Rome barfote I wolde not
dispense wyth hym of hys vow whyl he myth fulfillyn it, ne I
wyl not byddyn hir etyn flesch whyl owyr Lord 3euyth hir
strength to absteyne. As for hyr wepyng, it is not in my power
to restreyn it, for it is Pe 3yft of Pe Holy Gost. As for hir
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spekyng, I wyl prey hir to sesyn tyl sche comyth I>er men wyl
her hir wyth bettyr wyl I>an 3e wyl do." 45

His response is typical of those in authority; Margery and her gifts were
accepted by religious leaders, at least after they had examined her for
doctrinal orthodoxy.
The narrative clearly indicates that Margery had to undergo several
of these examinations. The usual complaint against her alleged Lollardy, a
charge easily disproved upon examination. Atkinson writes that Margery
was obviously no Lollard: "The vocation she struggled so hard to follow was
characterized by practices the Lollards abhorred, including fasting, pilgrimage, and frequent confession. She admired and responded to holy
images, and she was perfectly orthodox in her understanding of the
Eucharist." 46 The informal charge of hypocrisy, which was often connected
with Margery's ongoing practice of making pilgrimages, was less easy to
refute.
And, whan I>ei wentyn owt on pilgrimage er to se & spekyn
with oI>er gostly creaturys, many euyl folke whos tongys wer
her owyn [hurt], faylyng I>e dreed & lofe of owr Lord Ihesu
Crist, demtyn & seydyn I>at I>ei went raI>ar to woodys, grouys,
er valeys to vsyn I>e lust of her bodijs I>at I>e pepil xuld not
aspyin it ne wetyn it.47

This guilt by association with the institution of pilgrimage only underscores
the common perception that pilgrimage had become a way to practice
sinful behavior while freed from conventional societal strictures, sure of
the forgiveness of the church.
Of all these charges Margery attempts to vindicate herself, first
through relating the general approval of the church hierarchy and second
by showing the working of the special providence of God through the
prophecies she makes. Many of Margery's divine communications and
resulting prophecies concern aspects of her pilgrimage, especially the persecution she would endure:
And he be I>e spiryt of prophecye teld hir, whan sche xuld gon
to-Ierusalem-ward, sche xuld have mech tribulacyon wyth hir
mayden and how owyr Lord xuld asayn hir scharply & preuyn
hir ful streytly... . [and he continued,] "Dowtyr, drede 3e nowt,
for owyr Lord schal comfort 30w hys owyn self, hoose comfort
passyth alle oI>eris, &, whan al 3owr frendys han forsakyn 30w,
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owyr Lord schal makyn a brokyn-bak man to lede 30w forth
wher 3e wyl be." 48

As we have seen, her maidservant did side with her persecutors in
the group of pilgrims she traveled with. But the second part of this
prophecy, concerning the broken-backed guide, also comes true, showing
that God delivers the protection that he promises. Prophecy plays other
roles in Margery's pilgrimage as well: at several points she uses prophecy
as a threat, predicting dire consequences for those who oppose, disbelieve,
or belittle her.49
Using these devices, Margery portrays herself as the ideal pilgrim, a
pilgrim whose outer pilgrimage mirrors her inner journey towards unity
with Christ. She makes this point strongly by contrasting carefully chosen
details of her life with the lives of the conventional pilgrims around her. Her
actions as pilgrim are vindicated through the traditional concomitants of
holiness: persecution by the forces of hypocrisy and other kinds of evil and
the showing forth of divine, miraculous power. On pilgrimage, the power
of God is evident in Margery's life through, first, the divine gift of tears,
and second, the accuracy of her prophecies and revelations. The first of these
demonstrations of power is one of the two main occasions of persecution
(the other is her practice of the disciplines of holiness-concentrating on
sacred subjects in conversation, refraining from meat, and wearing white).
But none of the demonstrations of power are sufficient to convert the
forces of hypocrisy. In fact, the reader feels that the underlying purpose of
this narrative is not only to convince the unconvinced of Margery's divine
calling but also to affirm Margery's own confidence in the divine origin of
her gifts through their reorganization and recital in narrative.
Finally, the narrative expresses the fact that physical pilgrimage is
for Margery only a part of a larger, internal spiritual journey. The physical
pilgrimage is only the outward sign of an inner sacramental event. Although
the sections on pilgrimage are organized in roughly chronological order,
the actual structural determinant of the narrative is the inner journey,
which may or may not conform to physical temporality. As Margery herself
says, "Thys boke is not wretyn in ordyr, euery thyng aftyr oI>er as it wer
48Kempe,
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9These threats stressed Margery's control of the consequences. On page 62 of the
Book, for example, God tells Margery that her fellowship would be harmed or diseased
unless "I>ei had gret grace." After Margery intercedes, God promises, "Thi felawshep xal
non harm han whyl thu art in her cumpany." Margery uses revelation to abash her detractors as well; she sometimes heads off criticism by revealing to a critic that she knows his
past sins. She also promises to confer grace on people through prayer, so secure is she in
her communication with God. All in all, her gifts of prophecy, revelation, and prayer were
her most powerful weapons against ridicule and disbelief.
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don, but lych as l>e mater cam to l>e creatur in mend whan it schuld be
wretyn, for it was so long er it was wretyn that sche had for-getyn l>e tyme
& l>e ordyr whan thyngys befellyn."5° That is to say that the underlying
order of the narrated journey is a mental one-the order of autobiography, which stresses the fitting together of the puzzle of the individual personality. In the history of the travel narrative, Margery's narrative marks
the beginning of a shift toward the personality of the traveller as a narrative focal point of the journey.
We see in The Book of Margery Kempe a microcosm of the shift in
the image of pilgrimage, in which the outward journey becomes less of a
necessity than the inward one. Bernard of Clairvoix writes, "Let each
one's cell be his Jerusalem"; during the medieval period, the pilgrimage as
informing metaphor of the journey image takes on more of this interior
character. The image of the journey as pilgrimage also moves from a
universal to a particular focus. The universal allegorical structure of the
journey increasingly becomes a personal structure of interior piety. But
even Margery's personalized vision was a product of its time, a vision
limited by its docti;inal framework and persuasive purpose.
Though Margery Kempe's focus on her individual experience anticipates the focus of certain early seventeenth-century travel narrators, she
does not, like them, become a cultural explorer. She does not see herself
as an emissary of a cultural consciousness; instead, she sees herself as a
narrator at odds with her environment. From this-oppositional stance, she
uses and transmutes the traditions of the medieval pilgrimage and the
wider attitudes about pilgrimage to validate her personal behavior. In
doing so, she manipulates the webs of power in which she finds herself,
creating an opportunity to express a unique version of an emerging female
mystical consciousness.
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